
HERITAGE™
Champlain Aluminum 
Watercolor Easel
Multi-media easel design for painting, 
sketching, and display in the horizontal and 
vertical positions. The horizontal position 
is well suited to the watercolorist who likes 
to work indoors or out. Unique design 
accommodates up to 36" watercolor 
paper or canvas in horizontal position 
and up to 56" canvases/panels in the 
vertical position. Can even be configured 
to support lightweight display signage 
up to 69" tall. Works equally well with 
thin panels, standard 3/4" canvas, and 
1½" gallery/museum profile. Pivot head 
locks securely in the horizontal and 
vertical positions or anywhere in between. 
Well-crafted design features secure leg 
locks, pivoting rubber feet, a 17½" canvas 
tray with swing-out brush holder/water 
basin hook, and two sets of tray support 
brackets. Easy to assemble and take 
apart. Compact design folds to 28" length 
for easy transport in convenient carry bag 
with shoulder strap (included). Weighs only 
4½ lbs. Black. One year limited warranty.

No. HAE660 
SRP $94.00 ea BQ 1

HERITAGE™
Marquette Classic 
Black Aluminum Easel
Lightweight and durable aluminum 
construction is ideal in the field, studio, or 
classroom. Spring-loaded, locking canvas 
support holds artwork in position. Finely 
crafted design features a rectangular 
profile frame for extra strength, two sets 
of shelf brackets to fit a greater range of 
canvas and pad sizes, and a reinforced 
17½" canvas shelf that includes a panel 
groove to hold all kinds of work securely. 
Accommodates deep cradled canvas up to 
1¼" thick and canvases/panels 6" to 48" in 
height. Retractable legs allows this easel 
to double as a tabletop easel. Pivoting 
feet stabilizes easel on unlevel ground. 
Includes brush holder/basin hook. 69" 
height when fully extended and only 25" 
when folded. Convenient carry bag with 
shoulder strap also included.

No. HAE620 
SRP $54.00 ea BQ 1

WINSOR & NEWTON™
Bristol Watercolor Easel
A very stable, compact designed yet 
lightweight easel that offers one touch 
quick adjustable telescopic legs. Can 
be used both indoors and outdoors. In 
addition to use in an upright position 
for pastels, it can also recline flat for 
watercolor. Comes with its own carry case. 
Overall height: 59"/150cm.

No. 7006119 
SRP $101.59 ea BQ 1

WINSOR & NEWTON™
Bristol Aluminum Sketching Easel
Lightweight aluminium easel is great for 
indoor, outdoor, or tabletop use. One 
touch, quick telescopicing leg adjustment 
and comes with a hard shell carrying case 
with handle and shoulder strap. Also has 
a useful utility hook on the painting tray. 
A maximum canvas height of 54"/137cm 
can be accommodated. Overall height: 
54"/137cm.

No. 7006210 
SRP $101.59 ea BQ 1

HERITAGE™
Narvaez Tabletop Easel
Ideal for tabletop painting or classroom 
and display use, this durable yet 
lightweight aluminum easel is 32" tall and 
14" wide at the floor. It accommodates 
canvases up to 26" high and stretcher 
bars up to 1½" thick. Adjustable top and 
bottom brackets for height adjustment, 
and an adjustable back leg allows for 
working angle positioning from 60° to 
90°. Additional features include 11¾" 
long canvas shelf, built-in panel slot, and 
non-skid rubber feet for a firm grip on 
all surfaces. Folds up to 30" x 4" x 4" for 
compact storage.

No. HAE570 
SRP $49.95 ea BQ 1

HERITAGE™
Marquette Deluxe 
Black Aluminum Easel
Lightweight and durable aluminum 
construction is ideal in the field, studio, or 
classroom. Spring-loaded, locking canvas 
support holds artwork in position. Finely 
crafted design features a rectangular 
profile frame for extra strength, two sets 
of shelf brackets to fit a greater range of 
canvas and pad sizes, and a reinforced 
20" canvas shelf that includes a panel 
groove to hold all kinds of work securely. 
Accommodates deep cradled canvas up to 
1¼" thick and canvases/panels up to 54" in 
height. Retractable legs allows this easel 
to double as a tabletop easel. Pivoting 
feet stabilizes easel on unlevel ground. 
Includes brush holder/basin hook. 76" 
height when fully extended and only 27" 
when folded. Convenient carry bag with 
shoulder strap also included.

No. HAE630 
SRP $69.00 ea BQ 1

HERITAGE™
Marquette Classic 
Silver Aluminum Easel
Lightweight and durable aluminum 
construction is ideal in the field, studio, 
or classroom. Features a silver finish 
with clear hardware. Spring-loaded, 
locking canvas support holds artwork in 
position. Finely crafted design features a 
rectangular profile frame for extra strength, 
two sets of shelf brackets to fit a greater 
range of canvas and pad sizes, and a 
reinforced 17½" canvas shelf that includes 
a panel groove to hold all kinds of work 
securely. Accommodates deep cradled 
canvas up to 1¼" thick and canvases/
panels 6" to 48" in height. Retractable  
legs allows this easel to double as a 
tabletop easel. Pivoting feet stabilizes 
easel on unlevel ground. Includes brush 
holder/basin hook. 76" height when fully 
extended and only 27" when folded. 
Convenient carry bag with shoulder  
strap also included.

No. HAE625 
SRP $74.00 ea BQ 1

HERITAGE™
Cabot Artist Easel
This is a sturdy yet lightweight aluminum 
easel ideal for studio, classroom, or 
display use. It stands 68" tall and 36" wide 
at floor, and accommodates canvases up 
to 48" high and stretcher bars up to 1½" 
thick. Adjustable top and bottom canvas 
supports for easy height adjustment, and 
an adjustable back leg allows for working 
angle positioning from 60° to 90°. The 21" 
long two-tier canvas shelf features a built-
in panel slot and ledge to hold brushes or 
markers. Two swing-out arms conveniently 
hold palette, brush basin, and other items 
within arm’s reach. Non-skid rubber feet 
provide a firm grip on all surfaces.  
Folds up to 53" x 6" x 6" for ease of 
transport or storage.

No. HAE590 
SRP $99.00 ea BQ 1
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